


The AIRCHAMBER has been developed to take into consideration what you the customer
require for taking the best possible care of your vehicle without having the traditional hassle

associated with other storage concepts.
The AIRCHAMBER works around these very important principles:

QUICK AND EASY ENTRY
QUICK AND EASY EXIT
LOW RUNNING COSTS

EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE PROTECTION

The AIRCHAMBER has been designed as a free standing structure. The structure is
made up using an integral frame design, integral because the frame is actually part of the
cover, as opposed to it being a separate frame and a separate cover. This integral design
means that the product is extremely strong yet also flexible and manoeuvrable.

There are three entrances / exits to the AIRCHAMBER. The main entrance is situated at the
opposite end of the chamber to the fans and the two other doors are centrally located on
each side of the chamber. All doors' are opened in the same manner. This is achieved by
way of two vertical zippers at either side of the opening and a Velcro tab which runs
horizontally across the full width' of the bottom of the opening. The door (flap) is opened by
pulling the two zippers in an upward direction and peeling the Velcro tab away from the base.
Both the zippers and the Velcro tab have been designed to allow a regulated amount of air
to escape from the chamber when inflated. (Please see AIRFLOW principle section)



The third unique design which allows for ease of use is the inflatable roof. This independently
inflated structure comprises of four separately inflated sections. This is done to spread the weight
of the roof evenly and prevent it from sagging in the middle when the chamber is deflated. This will
also add strength to the overall structure.

The AIRCHAMBER also uses a unique filter system to ensure that your vehicle remains in pristine
condition. The Electro-Static trap filters are integrated neatly into the fan capsule and can be easily
removed for cleaning.

A static charge runs through the nylon net when the fans are in motion increasing the filter's
efficiency and removing even smaller particulate matter from the air that is drawn into the chamber.

Understanding the AIRFLOW Principle.

Most people' think that it is humidity that causes the problems associated with storing a vehicle.
This is not the case. Humidity is the moisture content in the air and of course if the moisture is in
the air it is not on your car. The killer for all vehicles is condensation. Condensation is caused by
rapid changes in climate, or when something hot meets something cold, like breathing onto a pane
of glass. A car has large panels of metal and glass which are ideal places for condensation to
occur. All cars rot from the inside out. This is because when the condensation occurs on the metal
it occurs on both sides. One side we polish and wax and is open to the air, the other is hidden and
sheltered, the inside of the doors the under the carpets behind the rear seats etc. This is why we
usually don't recognise the problem of rust until it is too late.

Cars have been designed to drive not to stand in garages for a prolonged time. The door and
other cavities receive an adequate throughput of moving air when the car is driven but not when it
is motionless. The AIRFLOW Principle centres around this point. Instead of the car moving
though we move the air, about fifty thousand Iitres per hour. This solves the problem of drying the
vehicle but what about the condensation. If the turnover of air is controlled by giving the vehicle it's
own environment then we can also control against rapid changes in climate. In the AIRCHAMBER
there are approximately three complete air changes every hour, or one every twenty minutes. If
there is a rapid change in air temperature outside this environment then it will take at least twenty
minutes to change inside, this is not a rapid change and therefore condensation does not occur.
So in summary the AIRFLOW Principle achieves two objectives, firstly it prevents condensation
and secondly it has the ability to dry your car and keep it dry.
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The top and bottom poles at the 8 corners
have been equipped with "Length Adjusters".
This Length Adjuster will enable you to
lengthen or shorten the pole length, to suit
with the contraction / expansion of the plastic
sheet materials due to the change in the
environmental conditions. Just unscrew the
Length Adjuster at either end and the
respective pole can be moved in or out for
length adjustment. Please refer to the below
for details:

The filtering system has been changed to a
"more effective and easy to clean" design.
Please refer to the below for details:

There are 4 metal "0" rings at the 4 top
corners. These metal rings are designed for
strings tying. The strings (not included) can
then be in turn fixed onto the corner pillars or
roof rafters of your garage, if it deems
necessary. Please refer to the below for
details:

Sewing 'O-ring'
with extra band.
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1 x Airchamber in storage bag. (The Airchamber comes
complete with pre~assembled fans, filters, capsule and
wiring loom)

1 x Pole Bag with three bundles.

Total: 16 piece of connecting joints.
8 x Corner Joints (4 with 102 degrees angles for the roof
section. 4 with 90 degrees angles for the base, see drawing)

1 x Transformer.

Corner Joints-Roof
(with 102 degress
angles)

IF 4x ~
Roof-Joints
(with 102 degrees
angles)

~ 4x

TakeAirchamber out of bag.
Unroll so that the fans are at opposite end from garage
opening. Make sure that you leave room for the exiting doors.
(Left or Right hand side)
Plug in the transformer to the mains and attach to filter capsule

Start with the base.
Thread the poles through the sleeves attached strategically
around the perimeter.
It will be necessary to dismantle the poles and stretch the
connecting elastic string to achieve this. Secure the lengths
to the corner pieces first, then secure the widths.

Now do the top. As before thread the poles through the sleeves
provided. Again start with the lengths, the connection of the two
poles which make up one length is located in the centre of the
door on each side, this is inside one of the sleeves. Make this
connection after you have secured the lengths to the comer
pieces. The comer joints for the roof section are different from
that of the base and angled upwards to give the chamber more
strength. Ensure that one angle socket points across the width
and the other down the length. The third should point straight
down to the bottom comer. You will see that both the length and
width becomes arrched. (see drawing)

Allow the Airchamber to fully inflate & place bundles of poles
& the corner pieces through one side of the main opening.
Enter the chamber zipping the opening up behind you.

Lastly connect the uprights. Always secure the top of the
upright to the top joint first. This means you will lift the upright
into the bottom joint, this makes it much easier.
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FOR MODELS FROM L, XL & XXL,
ADDITIONAL UPRIGHT POLES & ROOF SUPPORT ARE SUPPLIED.

Total: 24 piece of connecting joints.
8 x Comer Joints (4 with 102 degrees angles for the roof section.

4 with 90 degrees angles for the base, see drawing)

[f"4X ~8X
Comer Joints-Roof
(with 102 degrees
angles)

Roof-Joints
(with 102 degrees
angles)

~4X b 8x
Comer Joints-Base Base T- Joints
(with 90 degrees angles) (with 90 degrees angles)
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Measurements
-'. Size Length Width Height

XXL 670cm 220cm 180cm
XL 570cm 220cm 180cm
L 570cm 200cm 180cm
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/ • Make sure you thread the poles through ALL the sleeves.
• Be careful not to puncture the roof while erecting Airchamber.
• Ensure you leave enough room to enter exit the chamber.
• Do not mix up the poles as the top has different dimensions to the base.
• Never turn the wheel of the vehicle when inside the chamber
• If you reverse the vehicle into the chamber roll in and out as the exhaust pipe will melt the PVC cover.
• Do not leave the e,ngine running inside the chamber. Turn off as soon as car is in correct position.
• Do not rest other items on the Airchamber.
• Do not use outside. An outdoor cover for the Airchamber will be available soon.
• Do not use in a garage where there is a washing machine or dryer.
• Make sure that the Garage is well ventilated.
• Warranty valid 12 months from purchase. Warranty will become invalid if the above points

are not adhered to.
• If you have any difficulty in assembling the Airchamber please contact your local dealer
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Controlled Environment Technology

Base
Oil resistant, Brake Fluid resistant PVC Tarpaulin with nylon weave strengthening.

Clear PVC
Flame retardant, u.v. stabilised, Cold crack to -25 degrees, Anti Static additive.

Roof
Inflatable PVC, Cold Crack to -25 degrees.

Fans
12 volt brushless motor. Power consumption approximately US$10.00 per annum.

Zipper
Plastic coated nylon.

Frame
Plastic;

Measurements
Size Length Width Height
XS 300cm 100cm 160cm
S 450cm 200cm 180cm
M 520cm 200cm 180cm
L 570cm 205cm 180cm

stabilised, Cold crack to -25 degrees, Anti Static additive.
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